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My Books | Michael Ruhlman
According to James Beard-award winning cookbook author Michael Ruhlman, “Braising is what cooking is
truly about–transformation. You start with a tough, often inexpensive, cut of meat, and through your care and
knowledge as a cook, you turn it into something tender and succulent and exquisite.
Tasso ham
Tasso ham is a specialty of south Louisiana cuisine.In this case "ham" is a misnomer since tasso is not made
from the hind leg of a hog, but rather the hog's shoulder.This cut is typically fatty, and because the muscle is
constantly used by the animal, has a great deal of flavor. The butt, which will weigh 7 to 8 pounds, is sliced
across the grain into pieces about 3 in (7.5 cm) thick.
Michael Ruhlman
Michael Carl Ruhlman (born July 28, 1963) is an American author, home cook and entrepreneur.. He has
written 17 books including non-fiction, fiction, memoir, and books on cooking. He has co-authored nine books
with American chefs.
BRESAOLA The Artisan
BRESAOLA. The recipe originally used was found in "Leaves From The Walnut Tree" by Ann and Franco
Taruschio. It has been slightly modified to incorporate our tastes as well as the ingredients in a Piedmontese
recipe obtained from friends.
The Pirate Bay The galaxy's most resilient bittorrent site
Search for and download any torrent from the pirate bay using search query the craft. Direct download via
magnet link.
Smoking Meat: The Essential Guide to Real Barbecue by Jeff ...
The ultimate how-to guide for smoking all kinds of meat, poultry and fish. From the creator of the world's
highest-ranking website on smoking meat, comes this guide to mastering the 'low and slow' art of smoking
meat, poultry and fish at home.
Kitchen Authority | Your Kitchen Loving Experts
At Kitchen Authority we believe in testing products before we recommend them.. We like to get under the skin
of the devices and gadgets that make the modern kitchen so much fun. We spend a lot of time on it with: handson-testing, talking to people in the industry, reviewing product documentation, wading through the latest
research and, most importantly, talking to other customers about their ...
Home | W. W. Norton & pany
Essential Cell Biology. Bruce Alberts, Karen Hopkin, Alexander D. Johnson, David Morgan, Martin Raff, Keith
Roberts, Peter Walter . This text features lively, clear writing and exceptional illustrations, making it the ideal
textbook for a first course in both cell and molecular biology.
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